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There is a line of great and famous Polish mathematiians, well reognized in theinternational mathematial ommunity, as for instane Alfred Tarski, Stefan Banah,Hugo Steinhaus, Kazimierz Kuratowski, Waªaw Sierpi«ski and indeed I would also addthe name of Jerzy Maria �o± to this list.It's an honor for me to have the hane to speak here about the `Von Neumann Modelsand the Oeuvre of Jerzy �o±,' of ourse understanding this in the sense of `the oeuvrerelated to von Neumann models.'Jerzy �o± has made deisive ontributions to this theory as author but also as o�author, and he is the editor together with his wife M. W. �o± and also A. Wiezorek ofthree volumes with olleted ontributions to Mathematial Eonomis and espeially tothe theory of von Neumann models.Let me start to explain the von Neumann model of an expanding eonomy, as intro-dued in the paper of von Neumann (1937).An eonomy with m prodution proesses and n ommodities is onsidered. Produ-tion in this model is de�ned by two (m, n)-tehnology matries

A := (aij)i=1,...,m, j=1,...,n, and B := (bij)i=1,...,m, j=1,...,n.The i-th prodution proess (ai, bi) is represented by two row-vetors of A and B, theso-alled input bundle and output bundle
ai = (ai1, . . . , ain) and bi = (bi1, . . . , bin),respetively.During a prodution period the input quantity aij ∈ R+ of ommodity j is trans-formed by the i-th proess into the output quantity bij ∈ R+ also of ommodity j, if this2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation: 91B52, 91B66, 01A60.The paper is in �nal form and no version of it will be published elsewhere.
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244 O. MOESCHLINproess is run at intensity 1. If the i-th proess is run at intensity xi ∈ R+, the input andoutput quantities have to be multiplied by xi.If the proesses (ai, bi) are run at intensities xi, i = 1, . . . , m, the total input and totaloutput of the ommodities j = 1, . . . , n are represented by the vetors(1) xA and xB,respetively, x denoting the (1, m)-vetor of intensities.If y1, . . . , yn are the pries of the n ommodities, then by a similar arithmeti thevetors of ost and revenues of the m proesses are given by(2) Ay and By,respetively, y denoting the (n, 1)-vetor of pries.Let a ∈ R+ be the growth rate; then the growth fator α is de�ned by(3) α := 1 + a.in a similar way a fator of interest β is introdued.For a losed eonomy, i.e. an eonomy without foreign trade, the output xB of thepast period has to be greater than or equal to the input of the following period, beingunderstood as the input xA of the pre-period multiplied by the growth fator α, whihyields the ondition(4) xB ≥ αxA.Without now entering into a detailed argumentation, the von Neumann model presentsitself by the following onditions:N1: xB ≥ αxA the output of the pre-period is not less than the inputof the following periodN2: By ≤ αAy revenue is not higher than ost plus interestwhere the growth rate α oinides with the interest rate βN3: xBy > 0 the output vetor weighted with pries is positiveN4: x ≥ 0, x 6= 0 intensities and pries are nonnegative
y ≥ 0, y 6= 0It is important, of ourse, to show that the onditions of a model do not exlude eahother. Or in other words, one has to show that there exists a solution, ful�lling the variousonditions of the model. Thereby it does not su�e�I refer to the 19th entury eonomistLéon Walras of Lausanne�to onstrut a model with the same number of equations asvariables.A triple (x̄, ȳ, ᾱ) ful�lling N1�N4 is alled an equilibrium of the (standard) von Neu-mann model.Condition N3 is not originated by von Neumann, f. von Neumann (1937); it goesbak to Kemeny, Morgenstern and Thompson (1956). In this sense one should orretlyspeak of the KMT-version of the von Neumann model; KMT denotes the group of authorsKemeny, Morgenstern and Thompson.The eonomi importane of suh setoral models results from the fat that theyshow the interdependenes of the various prodution proesses, or if you like, of the key



VON NEUMANN MODELS AND THE OEUVRE OF JERZY ŁOŚ 245industries. For the prodution of steel you need oal, and for the prodution of oal,steel is required. The analysis of Leontief of the Amerian eonomy is justi�ed by suhonsiderations, f. Leontief (1941).Of ourse, you may argue that the available tehnologies annot be omprehendedby two tehnology matries A and B of given dimension m × n and being onstantover time. The available tehnologies are onstantly altering and the development of thetehnologial possibilities is even the engine of an eonomy.Assuming the matries A and B to be slightly perturbed so as to yield new matries
Ã and B̃ a notion of stability may be introdued omparing the equilibrium solutions of
(A, B) and (Ã, B̃). For a disussion of this ansatz we refer to Robinson (1974).Von Neumann presented a proof of existene based on a generalization of the Brouwer�xed point theorem due to von Neumann, but named after Kakutani, wherein he had tomake the assumption(5) A + B > 0,later ritiized and substituted by other pre-requirements in Kemeny, Morgenstern,Thompson (1956). This group of authors introdued the ondition xBy > 0, whih nowbeame the ritial point when proving the existene of an equilibrium solution.The methods of analysis of Kemeny, Morgenstern and Thompson were game-theoreti;they ould proeed in this way as meanwhile the notion of the matrix game was estab-lished.To show the existene of an equilibrium ful�lling ondition N3, Thompson's prooffor instane makes use of the so-alled Bohnenblust-Karlin-Shapley property. Kemeny,Morgenstern, Thompson (1956) is omparatively easy to read, whih helped to make thistheory popular among eonomists.Of ourse, also the KMT-version of the von Neumann model is a model of a losedeonomy; i.e. there is neither an export nor an import of ommodities.In 1969 Morgenstern and Thompson (Morgenstern, Thompson 1969) presented their`Open Expanding Eonomy Model' (OEEM), representing as well a setoral model nowof an open eonomy.The notions of A, B, α, x, y are the same as before; we, wi denote the export andimport vetors, respetively, while zp and zl are the vetors of pro�ts and losses, respe-tively.Setting(6) Mα := B − αAthe OEEM is desribed as follows:MT1: xMα = we − wi, we, wi ≥ 0, 〈we, wit〉 = 0,prodution plus imports = internal demands plus exportsMT2: Mαy = zp − zl, zp, zl ≥ 0, 〈zpt, zl〉 = 0value of outputs + losses of unpro�table setors =value of imports + pro�ts of pro�table setorsMT3: xBy > 0 the value of output is positive



246 O. MOESCHLINMT4: x ∈ [tm; tM ] =: T ⊂ R+
m, y ∈ [pe; pi] =: P ⊂ R+

nintensities and pries are bounded
(tm > 0: vetor of minimal intensities, tM ≥ tm, vetor of maximal intensities)
(pe > 0: vetor of export pries, pi ≥ pe, vetor of import pries)MT5: 〈we, pe〉 = 〈wi, pi〉 balane of payment ondition
〈zp, tM 〉 = 〈zl, tm〉 balane of pro�t ondition

〈·, ·〉 denotes the standard salar produt, while t indiates transposition.The onditions MT1 and MT2 orrespond to N1 and N2. MT1 and MT2 determine
we, wi and zp, zl as the positive and negative part of xMα and Mαy, respetively, withthe onsequene that an equilibrium of the OEEM has to be understood as a triple
(x̄, ȳ, ᾱ), x̄, ȳ being non-zero vetors, ful�lling MT1�MT5.In the von Neumann model, KMT version, the ful�llment of ondition N3 was theruial point in proving the existene of an equilibrium solution; but the pre-assumptionsof Morgenstern, Thompson (1969) make the ful�llment of MT3 a matter of ourse.To show the existene of an equilibrium of the OEEM Morgenstern, Thompson use afamily of pairs of linear programs dual to eah other and parametrized by α, 0 ≤ α < ∞.From this for instane it follows that there exists an ᾱ ∈ R+ suh that(7) x̄Mᾱy ≥ 0 ≥ xMᾱȳ, x ∈ T, y ∈ P.I beame aquainted with Prof. �o± in February 1972; he organized a symposium ofMathematial Methods in Eonomis with a broad international spetrum of partiipants.Before going to Warsaw myself, I was sent the paper �o± (1971): `A simple proof . . . ,'whih I studied arefully�it dealt with von Neumann models in linear spaes orderedby means of ones. It was indeed an interesting paper�one thing however, needs to bementioned: The title `Simple proof . . . ' seems to be a slight understatement.Moreover a paper irulated among the partiipants of this Warsaw Symposium�theso-alled Aarhus paper, �o± (1967). It was a well elaborated, typewritten manusriptof a leture Prof. �o± had given at Aarhus, whih was very interesting to read. It wassomething like a toolbox already ontaining main ideas of the further developments ofthe oeuvre of J. �o±. This indeed is my impression today, when studying the papers ofJerzy �o± as well as those of his pupils. I will ome bak to this point.When oming to Warsaw, of ourse, I had more or less known the published literatureabout von Neumann models; new to me was the fundamental approah of Prof. �o±.Almost at the beginning of the symposium Prof. �o± developed in a seminar talk hisview of the matter, presenting the following diagram:input, output mapping

· A, ·B
−−−−→

Xspae of intensities Wspae of ommoditiesost, revenue mapping
A ·, B ·
←−−−−

Zspae of values Yspae of priesFig. 1



VON NEUMANN MODELS AND THE OEUVRE OF JERZY ŁOŚ 247The m-dimensional linear spae X (intensities) will be transformed by the linear mappings
·A, ·B into the n-dimensional linear spae W (ommodities).The n-dimensional spae Y (pries), i.e. the dual spae to W (ommodities), will bemapped by the mappings A ·, B ·, dual to ·A, ·B, into the spae Z (values), i.e. the dualspae to X (intensities).This diagram allows to reognize the mathematial possibilities and hallenges of afurther development of the theory of von Neumann models�essentially realized by Jerzy�o±.If we aept the linearity of the mappings in the diagram from above there are twopoints whih merit to be disussed and whih need to be disussed regarding developmentof the von Neumann theory of an expanding eonomy in the status of the early seventies.These are

• The introdution and the role of one indued orders in the respetive linear spaes,and
• Overoming the (traditional) duality thinking,and both are main foi in the oeuvre of Jerzy �o±.Of ourse, this is a mathematial hallenge, whih, of ourse, has to be based oneonomi ideas. That �o±was a brillant mathematiian need never be debated; moreastonishing�at least to me�was his areful eonomi reasoning.As a further fous of J. �o± in ooperation with his wife, M. W. �o±, might be seen theanalysis of lassial eonomi results within von Neumann models, as e.g. the relationshipbetween the real�wage rate and the interest rate and/or between the level of onsumptionand the rate of growth, f. J. �o±, M. W. �o± (1974) or the study of the paradoxes ofapital theory, f. J. �o±, M. W. �o± (1976), treating and generalizing Samuelson's Non�substitution theorem.As is usual in eonomi models, the order de�ned by omponents is taitly meant;this is for instane the ase in the von Neumann model as also in the OEEM:(8) x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ X, x ≥ 0 :⇐⇒ xi ≥ 0, i ∈ Nm.From funtional analysis we know the method to introdue an order by means of ones,whih is applied here with respet to our �nite dimensional linear spaes X,Z,Y ,W :Let X+ ⊂ X be a pointed losed and onvex one of X, then a homogeneous, additive,re�exive and transitive relation (order) ≥X+ may be introdued for x1, x2 ∈ X by:(9) x1 ≥X+ x2 : ⇐⇒ x1 − x2 ∈ X+;we speak of X+ as of the order one of X.The dual spae Z of X has then to be ordered by the dual one (X+)∗ ⊂ Z of X+de�ned as(10) (X+)∗ := {z ∈ Z : 〈x, z〉 ≥ 0, for all x ∈ X+} =: Z+.We denote Z+ as the order one of Z.The order ≥Z+ is de�ned in aordane with (9).In the same way we introdue orders ≥Y + and ≥W+ based on the order ones Y +and W+ dual to eah other, being subsets of Y and W , respetively.



248 O. MOESCHLINThe linear spaes X,Z,Y and W ordered by the ones X+, Z+, Y +, W+ are repre-sented by the pairs (X, X+),(Z, Z+),(Y, Y +) and (W, W+), respetively.The onept of von Neumann models in linear spaes ordered by means of oneswas introdued in �o± (1971) `A simple proof . . . ', in�let me say�an abstrat way,i.e. without disussing the eonomi meaning of a von Neumann model generalized inthis way. The proof for the existene of an equilibrium to N1�N4, where the orders haveto be hanged aordingly, uses a theorem of alternative, i.e. a so-alled Farkas Lemma,formulated for �nite dimensional linear spaes ordered by means of ones. For ordersde�ned by omponents this lemma is proved in Gale (1960), Theorem 2.8.At that time, parallel to the von Neumann ativities of J. �o±, several authors startedto study for instane the theory of linear programming and related the theory of linearequations and equalities in linear spaes ordered by means of ones. The proof of themain theorem about the existene of optimal solutions to a pair of linear programs dualto eah other is normally based on a lemma of the Farkas type.For an immediate referene we speify the linear spaes (X, X+), (Z, Z+), (Y, Y +) and
(W, W+) determining the order ones X+, Z+, Y + and W+:The order ones X+ and Y + are generated by T ⊂ X and P ⊂ Y , respetively, asintrodued in the OEEM in the following way:(11) X+ := {x ∈ X : x = λ · t, λ ∈ R+, t ∈ T}and(12) Y + := {y ∈ Y : y = λ · p, λ ∈ R+, p ∈ P},respetively, while the ones W+ of W and Z+ of Z are the dual ones (Y +)∗ and (X+)∗of Y + and X+, respetively.The following lemma allows an eonomi interpretation of the abstrat von Neumannmodel, f. Moeshlin (1974b)/(1977).Lemma 1. The equilibrium (x̄, ȳ, ᾱ) of the OEEM is an equilibrium of a von Neumannmodel in the linear spaes (X, X+), (Z, Z+), (Y, Y +) and (W, W+) and an equilibrium
(x̄, ȳ, ᾱ) of a von Neumann model in the linear spaes (X, X+), (Z ′, Z+), (Y, Y +) and
(W, W+) is up to a multipliation of x̄ and ȳ by positive salars an equilibrium of theOEEM.I'm going to sketh the proof of the =⇒ part of the above statement. To this end let
(x̄, ȳ, ᾱ) be an equilibrium solution of the OEEM.By (7) we have(13) x̄Mᾱy ≥ 0 for all y ∈ P or equivalently for all y ∈ Y +,(14) 0 ≥ xMᾱȳ for all x ∈ T or equivalently for all x ∈ X+.Based on the de�nition of W+ and Z+ as dual one of Y + and X+, respetively, (13)and (14) may be written as(15) x̄Mᾱ ≥W+ 0



VON NEUMANN MODELS AND THE OEUVRE OF JERZY ŁOŚ 249and(16) Mᾱȳ ≤Z+ 0,respetively.
x̄ ∈ T and ȳ ∈ P learly implies x̄ ∈ X+ and ȳ ∈ Y + and therefore we get(17) x̄ ≥X+ 0 and ȳ ≥Y + 0,respetively.The reformulation of the OEEM as a von Neumann model in linear spaes orderedby some speial ones shows that the theory of von Neumann models in suh spaes iswell suited to represent the balaned trade of an eonomy exhanging with the outsideworld some ommodities for other ommodities at given pries.But the von Neumann models in linear spaes ordered by means of ones open evenother possibilities: for instane they would also give the framework to represent eonomi-eologial problems.Deisive for Lemma 1 is the fat that we have a saddle�point situation, but it aneasily be generalized to situations suh as we have for bimatrix games; see Ballarini,Moeshlin (1976).Reformulating the OEEM as von Neumann model in linear spaes ordered by speialones allows to give a proof of the existene of an equilibrium of the OEEM under re-laxed assumptions ompared with those of Morgenstern, Thompson (1969), f. Moeshlin(1974a) and Moeshlin (1977).A proof of the existene of an equilibrium to the OEEM under relaxed assumptionshad already be given before in Mardo« (1974) by other methods.In �o± (1974) (The existene of equilibrium in an open expanding eonomy), tradeativities at given pries are treated within the framework of the standard von Neumannmodel (the orders being de�ned by omponents), with the alteration that the input andoutput matries are enlarged, having a typial struture with even negative entries.�o± formulated�in an abstrat way�the question of how to prove the existene ofan equilibrium solution to suh a model in a problem session just at the beginning of theSymposium of Mathematial Models in Eonomis whih motivated me to give a prooffor the existene of an equilibrium, f. Moeshlin (1973), based on Moeshlin (1974a).The �rst who onsidered von Neumann models with non�nonnegative input and out-put matries was Mrs. Longina Mardo« (Mardo« (1974)); she formulated the OEEM as astandard von Neumann model, i.e. as she says: in a losed form, with extended input andoutput matries with also negative entries. The proof for the existene of an equilibriumunder relaxed assumption ompared with Morgenstern, Thompsom (1969) is based on atheorem of Tuker, f. Tuker (1956).Summarizing the situation L. Mardo« had�based on extended input and outputmatries with even negative entries�reformulated the OEEM in the form of the standardvon Neumann model, i.e. the orders being de�ned by omponents, while in Moeshlin(1974b) and (1977) the same was done, onstruting a von Neumann model in linearspaes ordered by speial ones.



250 O. MOESCHLINThe question now was posed: how is a von Neumann model of an open eonomy ofthe Mardo«�type related to an open von Neumann model represented in linear spaesordered by means of ones, as done by Moeshlin?The answer was given in �o± (1976b), where he shows for an abstrat presentation ofthe Mardo« model that the latter may�by deomposition�be related to the one modeldetermined by Moeshlin, in suh a way that they have the same equilibria.The theory developed by �o± is indeed sophistiated.The disussion of open von Neumann models suggests studying the eonomi e�etsof a ooperation of two eonomies. In J. �o±, M. W. �o± (1977) the weak equilibrium ofa von Neumann model (not neessarily ful�lling ondition N3) is related to the optimalsolutions of orresponding linear programs, whih allows together with a partition of Aand B in orresponding submatries to show that a ooperation of two eonomies allowsto maximize the value of demand of both eonomies at ommon equilibrium pries. Theonnetion of two eonomies by a market is also addressed in J. �o±, M. W. �o± (1979).Conerning now the overoming of the duality onept in the theory of linear eonomimodels, �o± has ontributed two papers.In a �rst paper, �o± (1974), �o± introdues labour and onsumption and wages�as forinstane earlier done by Malinvaud (1959), Morishima (1960), Morgenstern, Thompson(1967), Morishima (1971) and others�into the von Neumann model, whih now yieldsthe so-alled three-matrix von Neumann model (A1, A2; B), with A1 and A2 ating asinput matrix and ost matrix, respetively, and B as both the output and the revenuematrix.An equilibrium of this model is a quadruple (x̄, ȳ, λ̄, µ̄), 0 ≤ x̄ ∈ R+
m and 0 ≤ ȳ ∈

R+
n being two non�zero vetors and 0 < λ̄, µ̄ ∈ R+, suh that

λ̄ · x̄A1 ≥ x̄B,(18)
Bp̄ ≤ µ̄ · A2p̄,(19)

λ̄ · x̄A1p̄ = µ̄ · x̄A2p̄ = x̄Bp̄ > 0,(20)where the orders ≥ are de�ned by omponents.The proof of the existene of an equilibrium solution given by �o± is based on theoriginal �xed point theorem by von Neumann.In Ballarini, Moeshlin (1976) the OEEM as treated in Moeshlin (1974b) andMoeshlin (1977) is generalized to a orresponding three-matrix model (inluding nowonsumption and labour) where the proof of existene is based�aording to �o± (1974)with orders now de�ned by omponents�on the �xed point theorem of von Neumann.Finally in �o± (1976) the three-matrix model is extended to a four-matrix model
(A1, B1; A2, B2), A1,A2,B1,B2 ating as input, ost, output and revenue matrix, respe-tively, but now formulated in linear spaes ordered by means of ones.In �o± (1976) the four-matrix model with extended equilibrium onditions aordingto the three-matrix model is related to a bimatrix game having the same equilibriumas the four-matrix von Neumann model showing that the growth rate and the rate ofinterest enjoy an optimality property. The proof of existene of an equilibrium solutionorresponds to the one in �o± (1974).



VON NEUMANN MODELS AND THE OEUVRE OF JERZY ŁOŚ 251I have already mentioned the Aarhus paper, i.e. �o± (1967), in whih�aording tomy impression of today�various ideas of the further oeuvre of J. �o± are formulated.Although I do not possess this Aarhus paper any more and I have to rely on my memory,I'm sure that the bimatrix game just mentioned is antiipated there as a zero�sum gamewithin linear spaes with orders de�ned by omponents, as the speial game theoretiapproah of J. �o± to von Neumann models.The same holds true for the lemma of the Farkas type, whih plays a speial role inthe proofs of J. �o±.Another onept of J. �o± (1967), whih I didn't �nd again in his literature, but whihis taken up in Sosnowska (1976), is the theory of the perfet aggregate, where maro dataremain invariant against the aggregation of proesses.The oeuvre of J. �o± is haraterized by a multitude of methods and onepts; forinstane that of von Neumann models in linear spaes ordered by means of ones. Hisresults as well as those of his shool are deep-lying, for instane also those of Bromek,Kaniewska, �o± (1976), where the existene of equilibrium of the various types of vonNeumann model are examined. There exist indeed types of von Neumann models�notmentioned here�where it ould be shown that the (pretended) equilibrium does notexist. J. �o± has dealt with almost any question that an be posed in onnetion with vonNeumann models as�for example�also with that of the ooperation of two eonomies.With his systemati researh work J. �o± has left behind a well developed theory ofvon Neumann models.This theory is and will remain strongly onneted with the name of J. �o±.
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